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Abstract

The end cap detector based on multimodule construction has been designed and produced for the L3 experiment. The
purpose of this article is to present a fruitful approach for solving the complex problem of selecting a set of strongly
interrelated design parameters to satisfy performance criteria in the face of severe environmental and space constraints.
The design principle of the end cap drift chamber a!ected by a complex of external problems caused by the layout is
reviewed. It is shown that in the framework of detailed consideration of each parameter, a good space}time linearity,
spatial and angular resolution is obtainable. The results of experimental tests are presented. ( 1999 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The L3 central detector end cap Forward Track-
ing Chambers (FTC) were designed to cover the
forward/backward region in the range of polar
angle 834h4353 to the beam axis Z (see Fig. 1a).
The need for this detector was caused by insu$-
cient resolution of the Z - detector of the L3 central
time expansion chamber (TEC) (p +0.8}1 mm) for
particles at these forward angles [1]. Secondly,
multiple scattering in the TEC's thick external
#ange (13 g/cm2) made it necessary to remeasure
more exactly the particle tracks entering the
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electromagnetic BGO calorimeter (EMC). These
requirements led to the following speci"cations for
the FTC detector:

f detection of charged particles and measurement
of the location and direction of their tracks with
spatial resolution of p4150 lm and angular
resolution better than 10 mrad;

f determination of the track multiplicity origin-
ating from the interaction region for up to 5}7
particles passing the FTC;

f the detector was intended to operate with no
service access for about 2}3 yr;

f the thickness of the detector along the beam axis
could not be more than 72 mm;

f the heat dissipation from the FTC electronics
and high-voltage dividers was limited to 50 W
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the FTC layout. (a) Location between the BGO calorimeter and TEC central detector, (b) FTC layer front
view, it is seen that the local orthogonal coordinate system of the FTC layer is turned at u"53 with respect to the global system of
coordinates.

per end cap by the proximity of the nearest
electromagnetic calorimeter electronics and poor
convection conditions.

The realization of these goals was severely con-
strained by the limited space available for the

detector between the electromagnetic calorimeter
and the central detector. For the sake of
reliability we chose the multimodule construction
of independent drift chambers. We could not
employ a version of the proportional chamber
with cathode readout as it would have needed
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the relationship between the design parameters a!ecting the space}time linearity of the FTC.

too much space for readout electronics and
cabling.

To achieve the necessary FTC characteristics
satisfying the reliability demands, we were obliged
to "nd consistent solutions to a complex of related
problems a!ecting both the space}time dependence
and the spatial resolution of the drift chamber. The
relationship between the design parameters a!ect-
ing the space-time linearity of the FTC is presented
in Fig. 2. Our main goal was to optimize each of the
FTC design parameters so as to provide the di!er-
ential nonlinearity of the space}time (Y}T) relation
(absolute measurement of the particle coordinate)
at the level of better than 70 lm for any wire of the
drift module.

The proximity of the FTC with the TEC and
BGO required a reliable electrical protective screen
from these noise sources, as was done in Ref. [2]. As
was shown in Refs. [3,4], the electric "eld in the
drift cells in such a situation is distorted and the
relationship between the drift time and coordinates

of the particles becomes nonlinear. This is one
example of how space limitation makes the re-
quired performance di$cult to achieve, in this case
through the in#uence of the external protection
grounded screens on the electric "eld structure in
the FTC modules. It was found possible to com-
pensate the deleterious e!ects of the screen through
a careful choice of both the geometry and poten-
tials of the "eld shaping electrodes of the FTC.

The high track multiplicity required that each
module redundantly determine the coordinates of
the tracks } via drift time with high resolution and
via charge division with moderate resolution. This
restricted the choice of gas mixture to those with
a saturated plateau of electron drift velocities, for
good>}¹ linearity as well as high enough gas gain
for charge division measurements.

Poor ambient convection conditions in the FTC
region can cause temperature gradients in the gas
mixture due to the local overheating of module
surfaces by the heat-radiating components. This is
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also a factor capable of distorting the>}¹ linearity
by changing the electrons drift velocity. Eventually,
all these problems were solved in FTC design.

2. Construction of the FTC detector

2.1. Geometry of FTC layers

Each end cap consists of two identical 1 m dia-
meter layers rotated 903 with respect to one an-
other about the beam axis, to provide track
coordinates in two dimensions. Each layer contains
26 modules assembled around the LEP beam pipe.
Also, to accept the beam pipe the six central mod-
ules are split with common readout, gas and power
supply. Consequently, due to the split. The six
couples of the modules closest to the beam pipe
have their sense wires connected together. This
means that electronically each layer contains 20
modules. As is shown in Fig. 1b, the local ortho-
gonal coordinate system of the FTC is rotated by
/"53 with respect to the global system of coordi-
nates. This is due to the necessity of accepting the
head of the L3 radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ)
target pipe by shortening only one module by
115 mm.

To be integrated into the global coordinate sys-
tem of L3, each module has special survey marks on
both ends of the side walls. The distance between
the survey mark's cross and the wire plane was
measured with an accuracy of $50 lm. This data
was used later as a "rst approximation in the FTC
alignment with physical tracks.

Each of the FTC end caps was covered on both
sides with grounded screens of 1.5 mm thick G-10
plates, copper coated on one side. These screens
protected the FTC from the in#uences of surround-
ing TEC and BGO electronics and other kinds of
electromagnetic noise.

2.2. Drift module structure

Fig. 3 presents the scheme of the drift module of
FTC. The module contains four signal wires (SW)
between "eld shaping wires (FW) in the median
plane. The distance between adjacent wires is 3 mm
and there is only 2 mm between the FWs of the

edge drift cells and the "eld shaping electrode walls.
Two drift spaces of 22 mm along y are symmetric
with respect to the wire plane and bounded by
0.5 mm thick copper-clad "berglass cathodes. In
this geometry, the left}right (#y, !y) drift ambi-
guity of the track is always resolved because of the
LEP source point constraint. This simpli"es resolv-
ing the left} right ambiguity of tracks at the module
level.

We did not use a special high-resistive wire for
charge division purposes. An ordinary 25 lm dia-
meter gold-plated tungsten signal wire with
R

8
"100 )/m was used both for drift time and

charge division measurements. This signi"cantly
simpli"ed the aging problems of the FTC in com-
parison with the situations discussed by the authors
in Ref. [5]. For the FWs 150 lm beryllium bronze
wire was used. The rather big diameter of the FW
was chosen to keep the electric "eld intensity on the
surface of the "eld shaping wire less than 10 kV/cm
thus avoiding the possibility of microsparking on
the FW surface.

The walls of the module are 1.5 mm thick "ber-
glass plates with printed "eld shaping strips on
both sides, 0.5 mm wide with a 2 mm period. The
strips from opposite side walls with equal poten-
tials are connected with pins on both ends of the
module (shown by dashes in Fig. 1b). They cause
the uniform electric "eld in the modules end re-
gions. The precise high-voltage divider provides
a uniform electric "eld with equipotential planes
parallel to the median plane and is placed right on
the edge of the "eld-shaping strips of the side wall.

3. FTC readout electronics

Fig. 4 shows the scheme of readout electronics of
the FTC. Signals from both ends of each SW are fed
to charge-sensitive preampli"ers which are placed
directly on FTC modules. Preampli"ers have com-
pact dimensions and a power consumption per one
layer equal to 5 W. The ampli"cation coe$cient of
the preampli"er is about 10. For charge division
measurements, the FTC's preampli"er is adjusted
to operate as mentioned above with a low-resistive
anode wire. The current signal coming from the
wire is integrated with integration time q"200 ns
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Fig. 3. Cross section of the FTC drift module with the scheme of the HVD divider.

and transported through a twisted pair cable
(length about 40 m) to a Shaper Discriminator
Card (SDC). The SDC contains both an analog and
a digital circuit. The latter takes as input the sum of
signals from both ends of the wire. After di!erenti-
ating with qd"5 ns and 1/q compensation of the
ion tail, the signal comes to a discriminator with
a variable controlled threshold. This allows to ob-
tain double hit resolution of less than 50 ns. The
output signal of the digital circuit has a standard
ECL level. The analog circuit is used to separately
amplify and shape the signals from both wire ends
with `RC"CRa type correction applied at this
stage. Both digital and analog signals come to the
Demultiplexer and TDC modules. The Demux is
a specially designed module which enables to
switch the analog signals in a multiple hit event
consecutively to di!erent outputs. The fast linear
switches driven by the digital signals are opened for
a "xed time interval which may be chosen in the

range 100}200 ns. For economic reasons, only one
SW each drift module is processed in this way.

Each of the half layers is equipped with a trans-
former which allows to distribute test signals to
each of the PA's inputs. The test signals are used for
checking the whole electronics chain as well as for
calibration purposes.

4. Choice of the wire spacing

4.1. Space resolution and gas gain choice

To satisfy the FTC detector requirement, the
gain of the gas mixture should provide both the
drift time and charge division measurements. As
known, to obtain a good spatial resolution via drift
time measurement, the gas gain should be at the
level of G54]104 [6,7]. The charge division
method requires the measurement of the integrated
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the readout electronics.

charge from each hit at both ends of the signal
wires. Then the ratio of the signal amplitudes from
the wire to the noise determines the accuracy of the
space resolution. Having a rather higher noise for
a low-resistive wire, we need a bigger gas gain in the
drift chamber. The determination of the track mul-
tiplicity for up to 5}7 particles implies in real ge-
ometry the charge division space resolution at the
level of 2% from the wire length. Hence, the neces-
sary gas gain in our case for the charge division
method may be estimated as [8]:

p
CD

+k
2jo
Q

S

(1)

where k is a coe$cient dependent on the impedance
of the preampli"er R

PA
and the wire resistance R

8
.

In our case (R
PA

"50 )m, R
8
"100 )m/cm):

k"1; j"40 }100 cm is the length of the FTC
signal wire; o42]104e~ is the noise level.
Q

S
"N]G is the charge collected from both ends

of the wire, which is determined by the number of
electrons on the charged particle track N"60e~
and the gas gain G on S=. It follows from (1) that

to have the charge division spatial resolution at
a level p

CD
/j+2%, the gas gain should be about

G54]104. Eventually this value de"nes the re-
quired gas gain for the FTC.

4.2. Wire spacing and gas mixture

As is shown in Fig. 3, the free space for the
sensitive zone of a module is equal to *X"28 mm.
Thus, it would be possible to obtain up to seven
drift cells with the width s"4 mm and thereby
make the modules spatial resolution via drift time
even better than demanded. Nevertheless, the FTC
resolution requirement is provided at least by four
drift cells with s"6 mm. This is easy to see:

*u"

p
48

4]s
410 mrad (2)

p"
p
48

JN
8*3%4

+100 lm (3)

if the single wire spatial resolution is p
48
+200 lm

and the number of signal wires is N
8*3%4

"4.
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Fig. 5. Gas gain in the di!erent gas mixtures produced by
5.9 keV X-rays from an 55Fe source as a function of the "eld wire
potentials is shown. Two prototype FTC modules with drift cell
width s"4 and 6 mm have been investigated.

As mentioned above, to obtain this spatial res-
olution the gas gain G54]104 is su$cient. How-
ever, to obtain charge division resolution at the
level of 1% from the wire length the gas gain should
be twice bigger. Therefore, to choose the anode
wires spacing we investigated di!erent gas mixtures
with FTC module prototypes.

Two prototype FTC modules with drift cell
widths s"4 and 6 mm have been investigated. As
a working mixture we used: Ar#40% CH

4
,

Ar#30% CH
4

and Ar #38% C
2
H

6
. The gas

gain was adjusted through the high voltage applied
to the "eld wires. Fig. 5 shows the gas gain produc-
ed by 5.9 keV X-rays from a 55Fe as a function of
the "eld potentials. It is seen that the necessary
value of gain can be reached only for the last two
mixtures. Clearly, s"4 mm is not apropos for any
kind of mixture. Thus, we choose s"6 mm. There-
by the distance between the FW of the outer drift
cell and the "eld shaping electrode in the module is
only equal to 2 mm (see Fig. 4) and "eld shaping
strips are placed not at the "eld wires position as in
Ref. [3], but closer. This required the accurate
determination of the potentials on the "eld-shaping

strips. To get the desired drift "eld, the strips must
be arranged in space and set to potentials such that
the chamber looks in"nite. Therefore, the problem
of the strip granularity demands very precise choice
of one's geometry.

A comparison of the gas mixtures made us reject
the methane mixture due to #ammability despite
the good plateau of drift velocity saturation [9].
The chosen gas mixture, Ar#38% C

2
H

6
, is the

same used for the L3 muon chambers with one
di!erence } it does not contain the water vapor
used in the muon chambers gas. Fig. 6 shows the
correspondent `<

dr
a drift velocity at zero magnetic

"eld and at B"0.5 T obtained using MAG-
BOLTZ program [10]. The saturation plateau of
the drift velocities is seen. At the working range of
the "eld intensity E"1.2}1.4 kV/cm, the electron
drift velocity depends on the electric "eld as

D*<
$3
/<

$3
D+0.17]D*E/ED. (4)

Thus in order to minimize the di!erential nonlin-
earity of the >}¹ relation on the level DyD470 lm,
the electric "eld variation in the drift region should
be less than D*E/ED42%. Such a smooth depend-
ence of `<

$3
a and electrical "eld intensity decreases

the dependence of the >}¹ linearity on the electric
"eld deviation. This caused both the mechanical
inaccuracies of the module construction and strips
granularity by a factor 6.

5. Uniformity of the electric 5eld structure

5.1. Structure of the xeld shaping strips

To calculate the potentials of the strips, the in-
itial assumption was made that the wire plane con-
sists of an in"nite series of grounded SWs,
alternating with thicker FWs at a potential
;

FW
"!1.9 kV. The "eld shaping strips are un-

der a potential which corresponds to the value of
crossing them equipotential lines and provides the
uniformity of the electric "eld at the distance of
2 mm from the side "eld shaping electrode wall.

Fig. 7 presents the distribution of the ratio of
longitudinal components of the "eld intensity
E(y)/E

0
(y) for three versions of strips geometry,

where E(y) corresponds to the measured "eld
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Fig. 6. Drift velocity of electrons in Ar#38% C
2
H

6
gas mixture at zero magnetic "eld and at B"0.5 T.

intensity and E
0
(y) corresponds to the calculated

"eld intensity in in"nite geometry without edge
e!ects. It is seen that the step S

45
"2 mm and the

width a"0.5 mm of the strips are optimal both
with respect to technology (only 10 strips and the
outputs for high-voltage divider) and uniformity of
the electric "eld: D*E/E

0
(y)D41% at the distance of

2 mm from the wall. Hence the electric "eld uni-
formity near the edge drift cells provided by such
a strips structure causes D*v

$3
/v

$3
D40.17%.

In the other calculated example (S
45
+1, 5 mm)

in Fig. 7, a big di!erence of "eld intensity
between the strips and on the strips could provoke
sparking on the edges of the strips. Therefore, we
chose the mentioned geometry of the "eld shaping
strips.

5.2. Electric xeld structure in the FTC module

As mentioned above due to space limitation the
strips of the "eld-shaping electrodes were placed
only at 3.5 mm from the outer protective grounded
screen (see Fig. 3). Thus the uniformity of the elec-
tric "eld in such a situation may be distorted. Also
it spoils the relationship between drift time and
position especially for the outer drift cell. Fig. 8a
shows the program simulation of the distorted
structure of the electric "eld in the module. To
prevent the grounded screen from distorting the
internal "eld, we placed an additional plane of
strips, Row2, between the screen and the original
strips, Row1 (see Fig. 3). The additional strips have
the same period and potential distribution, but are
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the ratio of longitudinal components of
the "eld intensity E(y)/E

0
(y) for three versions of strips geometry,

where E(y) corresponds to the current "eld intensity and E
0
(y)

corresponds to the calculated "eld intensity in the uniform
electric "eld of the working drift space.

staggered down by 1 mm with respect to the inside
Row1. The method of minimizing these edge e!ects
was discussed in detail in an earlier work [3]. The
structure of the electric "eld in this situation is
shown in Fig. 8b. It should be noted that in the
entire active volume of the FTC (DXD412 mm and
54>422 mm) the simulated electric "eld is uni-
form within D*E/ED40.5% that provides
D*v

$3
/v

$3
D40.08%.

5.3. Mechanical imperfections

Electric "eld uniformity provided by such
a strips structure together with a good protection
from the external in#uences on the electric "eld
makes >}¹ linearity sensitive only to mechanical
imperfections. We estimate the maximum mechan-
ical imperfection of the FTC production as
D
.!9

"50 lm. This corresponds to a variation of
the "eld intensity at the level of D*E/ED41.3% and
drift velocity deviation as D*v

$3
/v

$3
D40.2%.

5.4. High-voltage divider

As mentioned above the distribution of poten-
tials on the strips is determined by the electric "eld
structure that is set through ;

C!5).
"!4.8 kV

cathode potential and ;
FW

"!1.9 kV "eld po-
tential. This provides the "eld intensity in the drift
space equal to E"1.38 kV/cm. Application of the
calculated voltage di!erence to each "eld shaping
strips gap is provided by a specially designed pre-
cise high-voltage divider (HVD). The scheme of the
HVD is presented in Fig. 3. The calculated values of
the HVD resistors are correspondently equal to
R

0
"19.6 M), R

1
"7.35 M), R"5 M), which

ensure that the voltage drop between the strips of
the module *;

HVD
"278 V. The FTC's divider is

realized with the application of high-resistive thick
"lm technology which provides high temperature
stability (not worse than 5]10~4) and resistor ac-
curacy at the level 1]10~3. The dimensions of the
divider 20]30]0.5 mm3 is such that it is appro-
priate to the FTC layout demands. To minimize the
HVD a!ect from resistors on the electric "eld to
a level D*E/ED40.1%, the ratio I

L
/I

HVD
of leakage

current between strips (I
L
) and HVD current (I

HVD
)

should be 41]10~3. On the other hand, due to
the lack of free space the power consumption of the
HVD is limited to P

HVD
40.4 W. Hence, the divid-

ers current should be chosen between the values:

P
HVD

/;
C!5).

5I
HVD

5I
L
]103. (5)

We set I
HVD

"50 lA which limits the leakage cur-
rent at the level I

L
450 nA.

5.5. Minimizing the surface leakage current

Thus, having a precise and stable HVD, the main
problem of the drift module fabrication technology
was minimization of the leakage current between
the strips. In the production of modules, the "ber-
glass surface of the "eld shaping electrodes was
often polluted by the solder #ux, oil and even by
"nger prints. Fig. 9a shows the leakage current
between the strips on the pattern electrode for
di!erent kinds of pollution. Before measuring the
current the electrode plate was cleaned by alcohol.
It is seen that such cleaning is not su$cient. Espe-
cially `dangerousa are traces of solder #ux (see
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Fig. 8. Program simulation of the structure of the electric "eld in the FTC module. (a) Electric "eld structure with single plane of strips (Row1,
see Fig. 3) distorted by the grounded screen, and (b) electric "eld structure protected by the additional plane of strips (Row2, see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 9. (a) Leakage current between the strips for di!erent kinds
of pollution versus voltage drop *;

45
, where 1 } the traces of

solder #ux; 2 } traces of vacuum oil; 3 } traces of "nger prints;
4 } result of ultrasonic bath cleaning. (b) Dependence of the
leakage current on voltage drop *;

45
applied to the neighboring

strips on the "eld shaping electrode.

Fig. 9a, Fig. 1), as they are di$cult to clean. Only
the ultrasonic bath guaranteed an appropriate
quality of cleaning from all kinds of pollution (see
Fig. 9a, Fig. 4). After such a cleaning we obtained

a maximum of less than 5 nA of surface leakage
current between the "eld shaping strips. Fig. 9b
shows the dependence of the leakage current on the
applied voltage drop *; when the "eld shaping
electrode is cleaned by ultrasound. It is seen that
the nonlinear part of the leakage current starts to
grow from the point *;"2 kV. Such a voltage
drop causes a sharp increase of the leakage current
if any pollution appears on the testing electrode.
Additionally, since the value *;"2 kV is about
7 times larger than a real voltage drop applied by
the divider *;

HVD
"278 V, it provides a reliable

control of needle points on the strip surface. That is
why we checked the surface between each pair of
the strips at this potential.

Eventually a combination of the high-voltage
control and ultrasonic cleaning of the "eld
shaping electrodes provided the ratio of real leakage
current (I

R%!-
45 nA) and limit leakage current

(I
L
450 nA), i.e. at a level little more than 10%,

that almost eliminates the leakage current in#uence
on the electron drift velocity D*v

$3
/v

$3
D40.002%!

Thus the precision of the electric "eld setting
by HVD is determined only by the resistors
accuracy D*E/ED)0.1%, which corresponds to
D*v

$3
/v

$3
D)0.02%.

6. Temperature distribution on the surface of the
FTC

The temperature stability of working gas mixture
is an essential requirement for the FTC, because,
heat sources (HVD and PA) located on the edges of
modules, cause nonhomogeneous temperature dis-
tribution along drift modules of FTC. In our case
the total power of the HVDs is 30 and 10 W for
preampli"ers per layer of FTC. Taking into ac-
count both the poor convection conditions in the
isolated space of the FTC location and probable
in#uence of the temperature gradient on the elec-
tron drift velocity in working mixture Ar#38%
C

2
H

6
, the heat distribution problem was specially

investigated. For this purpose a full-scale mechan-
ical prototype of the two half layers (X,Y) was
made. Special resistors were used instead of HVD
and preampli"ers to simulate the heat production
at the level (HVD } 15 W) and (preampli"ers } 5 W)
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Fig. 10. (a) Schematic view of thermosensitive elements positioning on the mechanical FTC prototype. (b) Saturation temperature after
5 h of the FTC prototype heating in an isolated volume.

for each half FTC layer. On the surface of the
prototype were mounted 15 thermosensitive ele-
ments. To simulate the real heat exchange the proto-
type was located in an isolated volume. Fig. 10
shows the positioning of elements and correspond-
ing saturation temperature (after 5 h of heating). As
seen in Fig. 10b, point 10 is heated up to 323C, i.e.
about 103C more than the minimum temperature
in point 15. The distribution of temperature along
the wires for module numbers 2,5 and 7 has been
measured as shown in Fig. 11. It is seen that the
temperature is minimized at a distance &250 mm
from the edge of the module. To estimate the in#u-
ence of the temperature gradient on the >}¹ lin-
earity, the electrons drift velocity as a function of

the electric "eld for various temperatures namely
233C and 323C has been calculated using the
MAGBOLTZ program [10]. The temperature
gradient *t3"93C provokes drift velocity vari-
ation D*v

$3
/v

$3
D+0.5%. Hence for 22 mm drift path

the resulting change of coordinate is equivalent to
115 lm, which is not acceptable.To make the heat
distribution along the drift modules more uniform
the preampli"ers outputs and the HVD were alter-
nated along the edges of disk layers. As a next step
we organized a contrary gas #ow by consecutively
connecting one module to another, see Fig. 10. This
caused heat exchange between the `warma and
`colda gas #ows and provided an almost
uniform temperature distribution under real FTC
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Fig. 12. Scheme of the setup for the FTC test with a 1-GeV proton beam. The beam monitoring was done by the PC1,PC2 and PC3
proportional chambers with cathode readout, providing a spatial resolution p

PC
(x, y)4100 lm per chamber.

Fig. 11. Distribution of temperature measured along the wires
for modules N2,N5 and N7.

conditions at a level *t3"23C. Actually, as a result
D*v

$3
/v

$3
D40.1%.

In order to keep the temperature stability under
control during the experimental run, 16 thermosen-
sitive elements are embedded on the surface of the
FTC.

7. Results of FTC tests

Fig. 12 shows the setup for testing with the FTC
with a 1-GeV proton beam. We used
Ar#38%C

2
H

6
as the working gas mixture in the

Fig. 13. Spatial resolution as a function of drift path for #-
angles of the tracks: 03, 103 and 203.

FTC. The beam monitoring was done by the three
proportional chambers with cathode readout, pro-
viding the spatial resolution p

PC
(x, y)4100 lm per

chamber. This permits us to obtain a spatial resolu-
tion per track of about p(x, y)+90 lm. To avoid
the in#uence of the multiple scattering e!ect we
obtained the spatial resolution as a least-squares "t
for a straight line using proportional chambers and
four SWs of the FTC module. The deviation of the
measured coordinates by sense wire SW

2
and the

"tted line gave us p(x) } the spatial resolution of
a single wire. Fig. 13 shows the space resolution as
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Fig. 14. Space}time relationship measured on the 1-GeV proton
beam for the FTC module.

a function of drift length for three #-angles of the
tracks 03, 103 and 203. It is seen that we have, in the
working range of the voltage, an appropriate spa-
tial resolution per SW: p

48
(200 lm. The

space}time relationship measured on the beam for
the FTC module is presented in Fig. 14. Eventually,
we obtained the linearity of >}¹ dependence al-
most in the whole drift space of the module except
for the region close to the wire surface, at about
2 mm width. It appears from the data analysis that
di!erential >}¹ nonlinearity is less than 70 lm for
>3[2}22 mm]. The estimated drift velocity of elec-
trons in this case was equal to
v
$3
+50.6$0.1 lm/ns.

8. Conclusion

1. The end cap detector based on multimodule
construction was designed and produced in
PNPI for the L3 experiment. The FTC has oper-
ated in the L3 experiment for 8 years. Until now
we have not seen any signs of deterioration due
to ageing.

2. The obtained detector characteristics such as
>}¹ linearity, spatial and angle resolution sat-
isfy the FTC performance requirements. Thus an
approach for solving the problem of interrelated
design parameters in the light of external con-
straints is realized.

3. As a result of this approach the in#uence of the
factors a!ecting the linearity of>}¹ dependence
is minimized at the following low levels (for the
drift space >3[2}22 mm]):

D*E/ED(%) D*v
$3
/v

$3
D(%)

Structure of the "eld
shaping strips

1.0 0.17

Protection from the
external in#uences

0.5 0.08

Potentials setting by
HVD

0.1 0.02

Maximum temperature
variation

* 0.1

Mechanical fabrication
imperfection

1.3 0.2

Totally, the nonlinearity of the >}¹ dependence in
the FTC detector may be estimated as
D*v

$3
/v

$3
D+0.3%. This corresponds to the max-

imum error in the measurement of the absolute
track coordinate: DyD470 lm.
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